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FROM OUR
FOUNDER
It is with great professional and personal pride
that I present a company packed with innovation,
expertise and credibility; a business built upon
understanding our clients’ needs, expectations and
business priorities and a commitment to go that
one step further to exceed these.
Since the company’s inception Plan2go has
grown from strength to strength and continues to
grow. Today, we are leading the way in corporate
travel in Australia and have become the travel
management company of choice for 10 companies
in the ASX 200. We have recently added event
technology solutions to our core service which has
been a huge growth area.
Our innovation and sustainability programs have
been acknowledged by the industry’s peak bodies,
including the Australian Federation of Travel
Agents (AFTA). I am exceptionally proud of our
achievements, and it’s worth sharing some of the
reasons behind them.

We pride ourselves on offering a unique business
model, one which is committed to investing in our
core resources; people, technology, innovation and
a global network.

Culture beats strategy every time, and our
people truly are the reason for our success. Their
expertise is second to none; their experience, their
energy, and their innovation can’t be beaten.
We give our people the right tools; our cutting
edge market leading technologies allow our staff
the flexibility and creativity they need to provide a
unique experience.
We have invested heavily in innovation and will
continue to do so to stay ahead of our competitors
and offer our clients the latest and greatest.
Our friends have our back and our clients’ too. We
have a huge global network and have discovered
that collaboration is the key in this industry. We
work constantly with our partners to ensure we
have everything covered.
Our philosophy is a simple one; listen to our
clients, understand their needs, deliver above
expectations 100% of the time and consistently
strive to improve ourselves.
Ellen
Captain in Charge and Founder

OUR
VISION

OUR
OUR
MISSION VALUES

No matter where you are or Plan2go, we’re already
there!

Plan2go is the place to go for clients who expect
efficient service, expert advice and flexible
solutions to all travel and event needs.

We are the place to go for market leading travel
and event technology, enabling corporate
travellers and event goers to maximise business
opportunities.

We are the place to go for competitive pricing and
we never compromise on quality. The possibilities
are endless when you Plan2go.

We are unique. We are flexible. We are connected.
We are experts. We are responsible.

EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
This strategic plan for Plan2go provides an
overview of projects, strategies and direction for
the company from 2018 to 2020.

The plan was developed in consultation with the
company directors and executive leadership team
who have committed to the plan via signature
on the beginning of this document; as well as
planning professionals Pixie Australia. As part of
the planning process the team reviewed the vision,
mission and value statements to ensure their
relevance now and for the next three years.
Pixie planning consultants conducted an
environmental scan and completed a P.E.S.T
analysis on Plan2go which was used by the
planning team to analyse the macro environment
in which we exist. There was also an internal
organisational assessment completed (SWOT)
which helped the planning team to assess both
challenges and opportunities for Plan2go over the
next three years.

This strategic plan has been written with the
following set of assumptions:

yy Businesses are very willing to attach
themselves to a brand and become loyal
corporate travel clients as long as safety and
quality are assured.

yy Corporate travel clients will be lifelong
customers and brand advocates (someone
who will express their enjoyment to others) if
they receive exemplary service always.
yy The major market driver is innovative and
cutting edge digital technology.

yy We operate in a competitive market and
the number of competitors in this market is
growing at a rapid pace.

yy We have global partners and can collaborate
with them to achieve competitive pricing and
exclusive offers.

CORE BUSINESS
VALUES
UNIQUE EXECUTIVE EXPERIENCES
We think outside the square to give clients access
to personalised, first class treatment

PROACTIVE NETWORKING

Using familiar technologies and intelligent
connectivity.

FLEXIBILITY AND INDIVIDUALITY

To create unique experiences through user opted
personalisation.

EXPERTISE AND RESPONSIVENESS

Through shared industry and technology
knowledge and relationships with our partners.

RESPONSIBILITY AND SOCIAL EQUITY

With open commitment and transparency.

SUSTAINABILITY BY COMMITTING

To leaving our space in good condition for those
that come after us.

CORE BUSINESS
OBJECTIVES
We are in the business to:

yy meet the highly individualised travel needs of companies and their people
through a blend of technology and personalised service
yy create tailored solutions according to individual needs

yy provide exceptional service ensuring maximum return on business travel
and event investment.

Therefore our critical success factors at Plan2go are:
yy quality travel and event experiences
yy reliable and knowledgeable staff

yy current and innovative website and technology

yy relevant and beneficial partnerships and collaborations.

COMPANY
HISTORY
Plan2go was created in 2009 by Ellen Foster who,
with her strong background in corporate travel,
noticed a space in the market for innovative
business solutions offering flexibility and
individuality using web based services. Ellen’s
research into what businesses want determined
that, however streamlined direct bookings may
become, nothing beats having another human
being use their expertise to help plan a trip. She
decided to blend the digital travel experience with
the personal one.

The company is predominantly an Internet
operation. There are no walk-in customers we
communicate with clients via phone and through
our App and website. Plan2go is not limited
therefore, by geography and has clients worldwide.
Operations take advantage of modern electronic
and telephonic communications.
Innovation and development is the part of Plan2go
that has the responsibility of building innovative
solutions for our clients. These solutions are based

on a wide range of core products and components
which are integrated for the specific needs of
users. Over the last three years our operations
have grown substantially, largely due to our
commitment to innovation and development.

Today as a cloud based business there are over
50 employees based all over the country helping
companies with all their travel management needs
as well as assisting event organisers to unleash the
communication potential offered by their event.

GOALS
We will develop and maintain meaningful
customer relationships.
Whatever our other commitments our focus remains on listening to our clients
(external customers) and crew (internal customers), to ensure our service
offering is both innovative and cost effective. We will continue to make it a
priority to enable staff to offer the personalised service and expertise that has
become synonymous with our brand.

CORPORATE TRAVEL SAVINGS

We do not think travel is a “one size fits all” proposition. Our account managers
pro-actively work with our corporate travel clients on tactical ideas to unlock
those undiscovered saving opportunities or process efficiencies, which can
often slip through the cracks.

CORPORATE TRAVEL DEALS

Our crew negotiate exclusive deals with airlines, hotels and car hire providers
specifically for their clients. We have volume buying power domestically and
globally.

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Continue current level
of client retention
Client portfolio
increased by

10%
EACH YEAR

80%
underpinned by

98%

client satisfaction for
new and existing clients.

GOALS
We will develop a united brand that is recognised,
appreciated and relied upon in business
communities.
Our brand and the expectations clients have when dealing with us remain
the key to our success. We will protect and nourish our brand and reputation
through our marketing and exemplary service always.

In the next three years we will grow our events technology solutions business
via investment, collaboration and key partnerships; but our core values and
business model will not be compromised.

CLIENT SATISFACTION

We recognise that we are only as good as our last performance. This means that
clients’ feedback will remain our key driver. We will seek pro-active and timely
feedback to stay ahead of the market. This will include focus groups, client
testimonials and client surveys.

MARKETING MIX
Our promo crew have the tools they need to continue our tight, targeted
marketing campaign to our corporate travel client base and we have invested in
them to grow our events technology service offering.

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

98%

client satisfaction for
new and existing clients

Focus groups

x4

PER
YEAR

OPERATING MODEL

Whatever new business ventures we investigate and engage in, our operations
will be focused on reliable and market leading service. To meet this goal we
have developed operating rules that will govern and guide our crew in their day
to day operations.

Operating rules followed
100% of the time

Marketing spend in new ventures
increased by $500k, by 2020

GOALS
We will create real solutions to modern day issues.
Our products and services empower and optimise business processes,
procedures and reporting. We offer more than travel and event management
- we offer travel and event intelligence. We recognise that everything does not
always go according to plan, and maintain a solutions based service strategy
where due diligence underpins everything we do.

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
New client portfolios have a risk assessment completed within

14
DAYS

TACTICAL SOLUTIONS

Account managers have access to tried and true strategies to streamline travel
and event programs including; analysis of current travel shortfalls, improving
booking processes and procedures, automation of bookings and authorisations,
expense integration, corporate supplier analysis and individual behavioural
analysis.

RISK MANAGEMENT

We have dedicated services (24 hour assist) and products (Travel Tracker)
to facilitate risk management. As well as partnerships with experts in travel
risk management to ensure due diligence on travel programs, event solutions
and our systems and plans. We are pro-active with our duty of care and risk
mitigation.

Emergency response is
2 hours in 90% of cases

Clients are supplied with an action
plan to issues within 7 days

GOALS
We will be responsible for the place we live in.
We are committed to being actively involved our environment and our
community. We believe that sustainability should be part of our company
culture and underpin our operations.

ETHICAL BUSINESS PARTNERSHIPS

By continuing to support organisations that are making a difference to the
environment and communities we are being responsible to society and the
place where we live. Our current corporate sponsorship commitment will
continue to grow over the next three years. Sustainable procurement will be a
focus area for us going forward.

SUSTAINABLE OPERATIONS

We are a non-mandatory NGER (National Greenhouse Emissions Reporting)
reporter. As a medium size business in the service industry our day to day
activities do not significantly impact the environment but we do this to actively
keep track of our environmental impact. We will continue to make pro-active
changes to our day-to-day activities to minimise our impact.

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

New ethical partnership/
collaborations will increase by

100%

2

PER
ANNUM

of resource procurement to
satisfy sustainable procurement
policy by 2020

GOALS
We will respond with care to individualised needs
in a timely and genuine manner.

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Our core operating rules govern how we deal with clients new and old.
Fundamental to these is how we develop rapport and build relationships with
our users. We are committed to being actively involved in all aspects of the
clients’ travel and event needs, from start to finish and beyond.

Clients are allocated a dedicated
account manager within

7days

ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT

Our clients deal with one person. The designated crew member is charged with
the research and development of each account and they are remunerated for
account growth. This way we ensure that clients are happy and stay that way.

CUSTOMISED SOLUTIONS

We do not only allow, but encourage account managers to look outside the
square for individual packages and solutions. Our management structure is flat
so that authorisations for customised offers is timely.

Client response time
will not exceed

2

WORKING
DAYS

Customised solutions are
authorised within

24

HRS

GOALS
We will grow with our peers, networking with
partners and clients to provide unique and original
experiences.
Our unique selling point is our mix of services and service provisions which can
be tailored to suit anyone. It is our global network that allows us to maintain
this competitive advantage, and we are committed to growing and nurturing
this network.

We collaborate on everything, from travel solutions to event strategies and even
diagnostic reports and services. Linking in with other providers and industry
and cross-industry partners is paramount in our business model.

MEMBERSHIPS

We are members of several key global alliances which open up unlimited
service opportunities for members. Our crew is charged with actively seeking
and developing these memberships.
Each account and key account manager has a highly developed network that
they can call on for timely and relevant solutions to client needs.

2-WAY PARTNERSHIPS

We thrive on the help and support of others and strive to make sure our
commitment to them is just as strong. We support and sponsor not for profit
organisations as well as new or fledgling companies because we are committed
to developing the industry and our great community.

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Sponsorship and community support to represent
20% of collaborations

5

new major
collaborations
undertaken annually

Cross industry partnerships to represent

50%
OF COLLABORATIONS

GOALS
We will offer state of the art diagnostic applications
to exceed client expectations.
We have, and will continue to invest heavily in market leading travel
management and event communications technology to provide our clients with
the best online systems to assist them to plan and implement their travel or
event requirements with a minimum of fuss.

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Current investment in technology to
continue relative to turnover to

SYSTEMS REPORTING

There are 100 reports available, which gives the clients freedom and
transparency to take control of their travel program. Incremental corporate
travel savings will continue to result from analysis of these reports. Individual
users can create a custom dashboard unique to their specific travel program
needs. This includes snapshot reports, graphs and charts related to travel spend
and usage.

ACCESSIBILITY

One of our unique selling points is that our systems are accessible 24 hrs a day,
via current mobile technology (smart phone or tablet) and that travellers can
access help 24 hrs a day via our risk management and safe travel contingencies.

All client feedback
modes to include

2

2020

QUESTIONS ON
TECHNOLOGY

#

Research and
development funds
ranking to remain priority

12020
UNTIL

GOALS
We will grow our event technology service
proposition and offer solutions to travel, events,
conferences and meetings all in one place.
As our major growth area, investment into this service offering will expand
over the next three years in line with CPI and company growth. We will actively
seek opportunities in this area and it will be the focus of our Innovation Crew
to 2020.

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
Event client portfolio to
increase by

20%
IN FIRST 2 YEARS

Event services to expand
to event management by

2018

COLLABORATIONS

We recognise that we are not yet the experts in this area and therefore will
assertively seek partnerships with the music, arts and not for profit industries
to facilitate our learning. We will risk manage these partnerships and offer our
services for negligible cost for the first 2 years.

WEBSITE

Significant funds have been allocated to expand and add value to our website
in the event space. We will explore and grow our event network and include
partner links on our website to grow this area of the business. These links
will solidify our expansion in this area going forward as we explore the event
management market.

Budget allocation to event technology solutions to be

REVIEWED BI-ANNUALLY

COMPANY
STRUCTURE
Plan2go is a private proprietary limited company (Pty Ltd). Alternative legal
corporate structures may be used once the company grows.
Company stock is apportioned as follows:

50% Ellen Foster, Founder and CEO
20% Ria Clarkson, Leader Creative Services
20% Sebastian Colemen,
Leader Innovation & Business Capability
10% Di Cormack, Leader Customer Experience

ORGANISATIONAL CHART
Download an accessible version

SWOT
ANALYSIS
STRENGTHS

WEAKNESSES

yy Limited directors so decisions and authorisations can be made quickly

yy Not linked to a parent company so all financial risk is internal

yy Collaborations allow flexibility of packages and systems

yy Age of company, still young and have not built up reputation

yy Not limited by geography, crew and clients can be based anywhere
yy Technology is streamlined and user based

yy Motivated, competent and well connected crew
yy Contemporary business model

yy Dedicated app - improves reach and base
yy Diverse (age, culture, experience) crew

OPPORTUNITIES

yy Reliant on technology

yy Intellectual property issues if staff move on

yy Web-based so could miss some market share
yy Not enough event management experience

THREATS

yy Market is growing not shrinking

yy Online customers booking own travel is increasing

yy Development of user based tools in conjunction with app

yy Systems are reliant on outsourced platforms, these can go down

yy Possible merger/partnerships with event management providers
yy Cross industry collaborations
yy Growth in event industry

yy Sustainable partnerships and collaborations

yy Networking opportunities with event leaders (music industry, NFP)
yy Pop up opportunities at events

yy Products allow our footprint to increase with services

yy Bad press associated with global disasters

yy Extremely competitive marketplace cost cutting, lack of quality
yy Economic downturn has meant SME’s have cut travel budget
yy Rapid changes in technology

TARGET
MARKET
Within the growing corporate travel industry,
Plan2go has developed two focus points.

In the niche digital corporate travel market our
primary clients are businesses and organisations
seeking the ultimate seamless travel experience
for their employees and staff. These target
clients demand the finest quality activities and
accommodations accompanied by a superior level
of service.
Plan2go maintains a competitive advantage over
others in this market by providing state of the
art technology and a customised app to make
or amend bookings, set travel alerts, get live
directions, and connect with other corporate
travellers. Plan2go cultivates this relationship
with designated account managers for each

business who offer one-to-one contact with clients;
customised collaboration with our travel partners;
targeted marketing through our website and app
and a proactive social media presence.
Our secondary focus is one where we see exciting
growth. This market has exploded over the last
2 years and now makes up 30% of our overall
revenue. We have established ourselves as a
market leader in innovative technology solutions
for corporate events.
Our typical client comes to us wanting advice
and direction in all aspects of interactive event
technology. Their motivator is to ensure a quality
experience for event goers who can connect with
others problem free pre-event and post-event
as well as live during the event. Our technology

team’s unique selling point is our enormous
network and partnership relationships allowing
clients unprecedented opportunities to connect
with others about their events.
The target market of Plan2go is therefore quite
diverse. Target groups are as follows:

1. Organisations with turnover of $1 million and
over, who have medium-large travel needs
2. Professionals with an established client base,
particularly in the corporate market
3. Corporations, civic groups and nonprofit
organisations, interested in incentives,
retreats, field trips and fund raisers

4. Event sponsors and coordinators, who need
technology advice and solutions

RISK
ANALYSIS
The following risks exist now and for the next
three years. An in depth assessment and control
strategy is outlined in the risk management plan.

ECONOMIC CONDITIONS

Economic downturn may have an adverse impact
on the company’s operating performance.

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

The Company relies heavily on outsourced
technology platforms. Whilst all systems are
licensed, any disruption to supply or performance
of systems may have a long term impact on client
and supplier satisfaction.
Competition

The Company operates in a competitive market
and current competitors or new competitors may
become more effective.

KEY CREW

The Company is reliant on talent and experience
to run its business. The company’s ability to
retain and attract key people is imperative to its
continued success.

EMPLOYEE COSTS
Employee costs represent a significant component
of the company’s total cost base. Legislative
changes in relation to employee costs may have
an adverse impact on the financial commitment in
this area.

GLOBAL TRAVEL TRENDS

The Company’s core business is corporate travel,
changes to global trends including the move to
digital meetings and conferencing could impact
profitability.

